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[1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6].
2) Place inserts and attach doors where indicated.
3) Attach upper horizontal extrusions [7, 8 and 9] between vertical extrusions
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6] and on top of doors and inserts.
4) Attach shelf supports to velcro inside of assembled pedestal, then set internal
shelf on supprts.
5) Place counter top on assembled pedestal.
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Most Visionary Designs exhibits can be
assembled with the supplied Hex Key Tool.
Occasionally, a flat head screwdriver may
be required.

The Tool

Remove only (1) setscrew when disassembling. Replace setscrew in
extrusion after assembling it. Before packing, replace setscrew in
extrusion to avoid losing it.

Horizontal Inline Connection (remove only one setscrew)
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al. It will make re-packing much easier and will
hipping damage.

luminum extrusion or acrylic inserts. Use only

king Your Display
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e locks and setscrews (see below in RED).

Instructions are created specifically for your
out sequentially, including an exploded view of
a logical series of detailed steps to assemble the
ents. We encourage you to study the instructions
ble your exhibit.

Instructions

Typical Connecti

Attach base plate to round or square
vertical extrusion using the bolt provided.
Be careful not to strip the threads.

Base Plate Connection
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Setscrew

Most horizontal extrusion connections have a patented expand
the groove of an opposing extrusion. Tightening the lock with t
and creates a strong positive connection.

Typical Connection
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